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FLIP CHART NOTES

Flip Chart 1
S Prin #6 - How is “operational flexibility” defined?  Legal as well as physical constraints of the dam. 
S MO2 current/target levels gm/2  –> 5000 gm/m2

S MO1 and MO4 –> how can target levels be obtained from literature, et al?
S broad issue of within and without AMP boundaries
S Goal 2 - ensure “remove jeopardy doesn’t mean “recovery” (glossary)

Flip Chart 2
S MO 15 - what does % mean for current level?
S Goal 3 - discuss what “as feasible” means
S MO 17 is inconsistent with MO13
S differentiation of habitat needs of trout and native fish below Paria River
S MO 17 clarify as minimums the target levels for growth rate and condition
S how can target level be a “process” rather than specific objective?  Not measurable

Flip Chart 3
S MO 21 - what is 329,000 m3 @ (35 sites)? what are we measuring?
S Goal 6 - what levels?  Information Need?
S “Information need” could be set as a general description (philosophic) that would lead to specific

numbers
S has KAS genetic research been completed?
S KAS expert panel should cause revision of levels
S how do IN’s tie into experimental flows?

Flip Chart 4
S does “within the framework “ imply a hierarchy?
S wilderness - maintain or enhance, which is it?
S Goal 8 - why does it say “within riparian ecosystem?
S Goal 10 & MO 39 are inconsistent (managing as wildenress w/o motors)
S Goal 11 - terms “power and energy” unclear (capacity and energy)?
S how does “river corridor fit with the charge for the AMP.

Flip Chart 5
S “Past” generations - how do we inspire and benefit them?
S “APE” definition –> glossary
S how does MO 41 address protect of canyon resources?
S MO 46 - maintain and attain? (MO 47–49)
S MO 48 - is N/A appropriate?



S MO 46 - tribal view is being segregated, shouldn’t isolate
Flip Chart 6
S MO 49 - target level is more than $ figure - what does tribal participation mean?
S MO 50 - any idea of what information need might be?
S MO 50 - should include hydropower generation in comment column
S MO 51 - “APE” instead of “CRE”?
S MO 26 - 12 breeding pairs accurate?

Flip Chart 7
S Goal 2 - how do we remove jeopardy from razorback sucker?
S Goal 1 - what are the desired species?
S Keep MOS 52, 53, 54 as part of Goal 14
S MO 10 - does B.O. require 1 add’l population of HBC?
S be consistent with recovery goals of FWS Region 6

Responses to Flip Charts

Flip Chart 1

S Build in feedback loop
S Will all objectives be measurable?
S targets may change as we learn more
S targets and current may be range.


